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Highly esteemed chairs and delegates, 

My name is Kiyan Rezazadeh, and I would like to welcome you to BIGMUN'21. I am 17 years                  
old and a senior at the Pakistan Embassy International Study Group. My parents initially being               
from Iran, I was born in Ankara. I have lived here my whole life. Throughout my elementary and                  
middle school years, I used to be extremely shy and very isolated. I would usually keep                
everything to myself. During high school, I would join MUN, which would make me the person I                 
am today. I have experienced myself change completely every year throughout the four years to               
be the person I am today. My dreams, goals, aspirations, and motivations have switched with               
me throughout the years, and I could not have done it without MUN. All the friends I have made                   
along the way shaped me into the person I am today. If 10-year-old me could see me today, he                   
would be proud that I was no longer the shy kid in class but rather an open and very vocal                    
person who has interests and goals outside of school.  

My MUN journey starts four years ago in 2018, where I decided to join my MUN club, with no                   
expectations. During my first conference, I realized how much I enjoyed MUN and wanted to               
pursue this as my social activity. Throughout the years, I have been to 17 meetings, BIGMUN'21                
being my 18th. I have seen everything from being a delegate to being in the organization team.                 
Throughout my career, I have learned one thing. MUN is not about you. MUN may be a way to                   
have healthy social activity for university, but for others, I included it is an outlet. An outlet for                  
expression, frustration, and visualization. MUN puts you in situations you would never imagine             
being in, such as defending something you are against. MUN can give you a lifetime's               
opportunity and friends you call family. I am telling you this because I have experienced the very                 
thing I am describing. MUN has led me to places I have never been to and positions I would                   
have never dreamed of, including being a chair. When I first applied as a chair, I was nervous. I                   
was worried I could not compete with others for the position, and even if I did, I would not even                    
compare to actual chairs. However, we all must start somewhere. I took a different approach to                
chairing. When I would see my chairs, I was afraid. They would control the committee like no                 
other and would demand respect. I did not want to be that. I wanted delegates to be comfortable                  
around me, to ask me questions, personal or procedure. I try to encourage delegates who did                
not dare to make a speech, something I battled with. I wanted to be a role model and a friend                    
rather than an authority. As a chair, I must set examples and give my best to you all, which is                    
why I welcome all of you to BIGMUN’21.  

 

 

 

 
 



Introduction 
Since 2011, there has been an agonizing war amidst Syria. Over 400,000 souls have been               
claimed due to this gruesome war, and it does not seem to have a stop just. This war has                   
started by the Ba'athist Syrian Arab Republic to end the Arab Spring protests opposing many               
national and international forces such as but not limited to Interim Government, belonging to the               
Syrian opposition, Hezbollah, Iran, the US, Russia, Turkey, and many more to count. Started its               
life as a protest due to the Syrian government's refusal and suppression of removing Bashar               
al-Assad, the war has become a full-fledged international conflict with countless armed forces             
involved in constant circulation the United Nations. The protests quickly escalated as Syrian             
soldiers joined the protestors, naming themselves the "Free Syrian Army". Quickly getting out of              
hand, Jihadists and many other extremist groups have joined the protestors to overthrow             
Bashar al-Assad. Jihadists have gone so far that they set Syrian and alike prisoners to join them                 
in the riots. In 2012 al-Qaeda would join the civil war alongside Syrian Kurds. In the summer of                  
2012, the protests were officially declared as a proxy war. During this time, Iran sends officers                
and shipments to Assad’s powers to help them fight the rebels back. To counteract Iran’s               
support, Turkey and the Arabian Peninsula states would back the rebels driving the conflict              
international. 
  



Key Words and Definitions 
 

1. Proxy War: A proxy war is fought by two states or a state and non-state parties.                
However, the states themselves are not directly involved with the war and only use their               
influence to drive the war. 
 

2. Arab Spring: The Arab Spring was a chain of anti-government riots and armed attacks              
spread across the Middle East in the 2010s. This oppression began in Tunisia by the               
low-income population, which quickly spread throughout the Middle East. 
 

3. Ba’ath Party: The Arab Socialist Ba’ath Party is the pro-government party of Syria             
formed in 1966. Ever since the 1970s the al-Assad family has been the head of the party                 
and is the largest party in Syria 
 

4. Free Syrian Army: Founded in July 2011, the goal of this army was to oppose the Syrian                 
Armed Forces and help bring down Bashar al-Assad. The group dissolved in 2012 and              
now is a loose rebel group within the civil war.  
 

5. Syrian Democrat Forces: the SDF is a Kurdish majority group found in 2015 which had               
the intent of bringing democracy and federalization within Syria. Their primary targets,            
however, have become many terrorist organizations such as ISIS and al-Qaeda.           
However, they also oppose the Turkish Armed Forces and the Syrian National Army. 
 

6. Hezbollah: Also referred to as Hizbullah or Hizballah, it is a Shia Islamist political party               
based in Lebanon. It was officially founded in 1985 but conceived in 1982 by Iranian               
Clerics to aid the Israeli invasion. A political party, they are classified as a terrorist               
organization by the European Union and by most of the Arab League except for Iraq and                
Lebanon. Hezbollah has been involved in many wars such as the Lebanese invasion of              
Israel, the Lebanese Civil War, and the Bosnian war, just to name a few. 
 

7. Scud Missles: they are soviet built missiles during the Cold War. They are major export               
to under-developed countries, such as Syria. These missiles include R-11, R-17, and the             
R-300. 
 

8. Syrian Observatory for Human Rights: the SOHR was founded in 2006, which had the              
primary goal of documenting the ongoing human rights abuse in Syria. They are the              
prominent statistics reporter in the Syrian war and are against the al-Assad regime. 
 

9. People’s Protection Units: PPU, also referred to as YPG, is a Kurdish militia that is a                
primary SDF force.  
 

10. ISIS: The Islamic State of Iraq and the Levant, commonly referred to as ISIS, ISIT, and                
Daesh, is a militant Islamist group and is an unrecognized proto-state. Found in 1999,              
they are recognized as a terrorist organization, and they came into power in 2014 thanks               
to the Syrian war. They are also an opposition force against al-Qaeda. 
 

11. Jabhat al-Nusra: al-Nusra is the Syrian front of al-Qaeda who has a significant             
opposition against the Syrian government and ISIS which was established initially to aid             
rebels in the protests against al-Assad. Their operations would seize in 2017. 
 

Background Information 



 
2011 
Throughout the early 2010s, there would be an uprising of peaceful protests across the Middle               
East, which was against the Middle Eastern countries' ideologies such as monarchy and the              
unequal spread of wealth across the populations. Referred to as the Arab Spring, protesters              
around the world would peacefully protest the ideologies; however, it would all change on March               
15, 2011. The Arab Spring protests at that point had spread to Syria, and thousands of Syrians                 
made it to the streets to protest dictator Bashar al-Assad. The peaceful was l protests ensued                
until Bashar's forces would hail gunfire on the protests, which was the fire that sparked the civil                 
war. 
The al-Assad family has overseen Syria since 1971, officially a democracy; however, in practice,              
it is a monarchy. Throughout the 20th century, Hafez al-Assad was deemed president, Bashar’s              
father. Before Bashar was announced president, he studied at Damascus University and would,             
later on, serve as a doctor in the Syrian army. At the turn of the century, Bashar would be                   
declared president and has stayed at his position ever since. After Bashar took the presidency,               
he would start forming ties with the political group Hezbollah and Iran, which are both very                
intertwined. Over the years, Al-Assad would go term after term of being president with over 97%                
votes every time, even to this day.  
The Syrian public, tired of the tyranny and bad politics, joined the Arab Spring protests in                
January 2011. They asked for a change of policies and their civil rights back, which was                
lacklustre in Syria. They would also protest for political prisoners and release a group of               
teenage boys who vandalized walls in Daraa with “It’s your turn, doctor”. The protests would               
gain followers over time, until the epitome in March, where the largest protest occurred in Syria                
for over a multitude of decades. Bashar al-Assad, tired of the protests, turned to violence to end                 
the protests once and for all. Following al-Assad’s action. The Syrian people and the              
international politics would not take this lightly. On March 20, the protestors would retaliate by               
burning down the Ba’ath Party headquarters, which would trigger a civil conflict.  
Up until that point, the protestors wanted reforms and prisoners' release and inevitably end the               
al-Assad regime. The protestors would ensue to change their ideology to overthrowing the             
government and would spread throughout Syria rapidly. On April 8, there would be protests in               
10 cities with thousands of civilians protesting the overthrow of al-Assad soon after there would               
be 20 cities involved in the protests which would trigger the Syrian army to counter these                
protests by engaging in a large-scale attack using tanks, carriers, and artillery, which would              
cause over 1,000 casualties. The protests and the counter-attacks would continue until July 29,              
2011, when a new force, the Free Syrian Army, would join the protests. The Free Syrian Army                 
started as defective Syrian soldiers who would oppose the Syrian Armed Forces to protect the               
defenceless Syrian population. Throughout 2011, the situation would escalate and eventually           
make a topic of discussion in the United Nations Commission on Human Rights. 
 
 
 
 
2012 
At the start of 2012, Kofi Annan, a UN Arab League representative, started working on               
negotiations and peace treaties in Syria, which commanded a ceasefire. The negotiations would             
fall flat as the rebels and the FSA would continue their insurgency. Throughout the first half of                 
2012, extremist groups such as the Kurds and Jabhat al-Nusra, the newly formed Syrian branch               
of al-Qaeda, would join the rebels to support them and overthrow al-Assad. However, al-Assad              
would support this action as he would link the rebels to extremist groups, which would make                
foreign support of the rebels difficult. Behind the scenes, al-Assad would be discussing with              
Iran, one of their allies, for help. Iran would start sending supplies and officers to al-Assad’s                



forces to counteract the rebels. Tensions begin to rise as the secret Involvement of Iran, and the                 
extremist groups would cause many suicide bombings, coordinated attacks, and chaos in the             
region. On June 12, 2012, the Syrian conflict was declared as a proxy war. In June 2012, two                  
Turkish fighter planes were shot down by al-Assad’s army, claiming they were in Syrian              
airspace. Turkish prime minister, Recep Tayyip Erdoğan would release a statement stating that             
he will counteract al-Assad’s regime. Before Turkish intervention, Gulf states (countries within            
the Arabian Peninsula and Turkey) would pick up on Iran's support. Since Iran was opposition to                
those states, they would start supporting rebels by sending money and supplies. By the end of                
2012, the rebels had taken over Base 46 in Aleppo and had gained influence in the North. 2012                  
would end off with America claiming that the Syrian government had Scud missiles, which would               
later be confirmed with the Syrian army launching said missiles. At the end of 2012, Turkey, the                 
Gulf States, Iran, and Hezbollah would be involved in the conflict.  
 
2013 
At the start of 2013, many extremist groups would take control of the Taftanaz airbase. This                
base was used by the Syrian army to launch helicopter attacks against the rebels. The groups                
would gain access to tanks, helicopters, and artillery. With the new equipment they had, the               
extremist groups would enter Al-Thawrah, a town in the Raqqa region. They would gain control               
of the town situated next to the Tabqa Dam, the largest hydroelectricity source in Syria. They                
would gain access to the Jarrah airbase, which is 60 kilometres east of Aleppo. The insurgence                
near Aleppo would be the cause of many attacks such as on February 11, a car bomb was said                   
to explode near the Ba’athist headquarters, killing 53 and injuring 235. During this time, the FSA                
launched an attack on Hezbollah, which seized villages near the Quasar region. 
On March 2, a massive skirmish would occur in Raqqa between the Syrian army and the rebels,                 
killing many, which was when the Syrian military would gain control of several villages near               
Aleppo. The chaos in Raqqa would continue as on the next day. The rebels would barge into                 
the Raqqa prison, freeing many prisoners. On March 6, the rebels had full control of Raqqa and                 
captured two Ba’athist officials, making it the first provincial capital lost by al-Assad. On March               
18, the Syrian army would make its first international attack as they attacked Lebanon. On the                
23rd, rebels seized control of the 38th division airbase in southern Daara and on March 25, the                 
insurgents would perform their largest attack yet in Damascus. Rebels would reach Umayyad             
square, near the Ba’athist headquarters, Air Force Intelligence, and the government-run           
television station. On March 26, Khaled al Hamad, a prevalent rebel leader, would eat the heart                
and liver of an al-Assad more solid and stated: "I swear to God, you soldiers of Bashar, you                  
dogs, we will eat from your hearts and livers! O heroes of Bab Amr, you slaughter the Alawites                  
and take out their hearts to eat them”. The video would surface and grab the Human Rights                 
Watch's attention and would declare this act as a war crime. Throughout late 2012-early 2013,               
there was a six-month blockade consisting of rebels near Idlib city. On April 17, Ba'athist forces                
would siege and take control of the town and consequently resupplied the two airbases located               
in Idlib. 
The next day, the FSA would counteract this and control the Al-Dab’a airbase near al-Qusayr,               
where ground troops are stationed. Throughout April, Hezbollah and the Syrian Army would             
launch a counter-attack on al-Qusayr to recapture the city. In 2013, capturing and recapturing of               
airbases and villages from both sides would ensue. On September 18, ISIS would make their               
first siege in Syria and attack the FSA-ran town of Azaz. Soon, ISIS would take control of the                  
town. However, after Azaz’s capture, both sides would reach ceasefire in the region even              
though more fighting would ensue throughout October. Throughout this time, the Syrian army             
would lead out the Ghouta chemical attack, Ghouta being a rebel-run city, this would be the first                 
of Assad's chemical attacks.  
 
2014 



In 2014, there would be a massive surge of Islamist groups such as ISIS, making international                
headlines. At the start of 2014, ISIS would start to gain popularity in the news due to its                  
aggressive nature and tension between the rebel forces and the Syrian government ever since              
the capturing of Azaz. On January 3, the FSA and the Islamic Front would launch a                
counter-attack to ISIS in Aleppo and Damascus. The rebels would attack most of the ISIS ran                
villages within Idlib and Aleppo. By January 6, rebels managed to overthrow ISIS from Raqqa,               
their most important city, which would again be claimed by ISIS. The rebels would then also                
murder ISIS second command, Haji Bakr, who used to be a part of al-Qaeda. On January 29,                 
Turkish air forces launch an attack near the border where ISIS was stationed, killing 11 ISIS                
members and a leader. In February, al-Nusra would join the rebels on fighting against ISIS, and                
by March, ISIS would completely retreat from Idlib. They would later withdraw from Azaz and               
have their primary forces in Raqqa to anticipate a conflict with al-Nusra.  
By now, al-Assad's forces would remain somewhat quiet as there were internal conflicts within              
the rebel groups; however, in March, the al-Assad army would start their invasions again.              
Throughout March 2014, they would take over Sahel, Zara, and blocked rebel supplies from              
Lebanon. On March 11, al-Assad’s forces and Hezbollah would gain control over the Rima              
Farms region, near Yabrud. On March 16, they would control Yabrud after the FSA would make                
an unexpected withdrawal from the city, leaving al-Nusra to fight the Syrian army and              
Hezbollah. On March 18, Israel would join the war as they would fire artillery against the Syrian                 
army. Throughout March, both sides would gain control of small towns throughout Syria. On              
April 12, the rebels would storm Aleppo’s industrial district to shorten the Syrian army’s supply               
chain between their army bases and airports. Rebels would take over Brigade 61 and the 74th                
battalion in Daara. On April 26, the FSA would announce an offensive towards ISIS in the                
Raqqa region, which they would claim Tal Baruq without a conflict. On May 7, negotiations were                
made in the city of Homs, where Islamist fighters would retreat, and Ba'athist would control the                
city to exchange prisoners and humanitarian aid. On May 18, Hussein Ishaq, Air Defence's head               
would die of injury due to a rebel attack on his airbase in Mleiha.  
In June 2014, the Syrian presidential elections would begin in the Ba’athist controlled regions of               
Syria. It was the first time that more candidates were able to run as president in Syrian history.                  
Bashar won the elections with an 88.7% majority. Syria’s allies would be invited after Bashar’s               
victory. Iranian official Alaeddin Boroujerdi would state that the Syrian elections were “free, fair              
and transparent”, however, the GCC, the EU, and the US would deem the elections illegitimate.               
Due to 60% of the territories in Syria were controlled by numerous rebel forces, those regions                
were not eligible to vote.  
During June 2014, ISIS would invade Iraq, and they would gain access to the weapons used by                 
the Iraqi military of which they used in Syria. The Syrian army coordinated airstrikes targets at                
Raqqa and Al-Hasakah, which were the two primary ISIS bases at the time. Throughout the               
summer of 2014, ISIS would plan out suicide bombers across Syria.  
The first US intervention took place on September 23, 2014, where the US air force was sent to                  
bomb 20 targets around Raqqa to seize ISIS’s operations. US allies Bahrain, Saudi Arabia,              
UAE, Qatar, and Jordan, were said to be involved in the airstrikes. Throughout the bombings,               
Turkey suggested to the UN a no-fly zone over Syria as the tensions were increasing and Israel                 
had shot down a Syrian plane. On October 21, The US carried out over 200 missile strikes on                  
rebel-based settlements that the YPG had supplied the US with. During the final months of               
2014, Hezbollah would launch countless attacks towards the rebels, which lead to many             
victories and land claimed by the al-Assad forces. These insurgencies would continue until             
February 2015. 
 
2015 
In 2015, Turkey would start the year with increasing military operations in Syria alongside              
Jordan which subsequently made Saudi Arabia and Qatar increasing its military actions against             



the Ba’athist government. By February, al-Nusra would defeat two smaller groups, SRF and the              
Hazzm Movement, which in this conflict, ISIS would support al-Nusra. Al-Nusra would capture             
Zawiya Mountain in Idlib and the surrounding towns and military bases and would manage to               
seize weapons supplied by the CIA. By March, al-Nusra would control the majority of the Idlib                
region, making them one of the most powerful rebel groups. However, a rebel coalition is the                
Army of Conquest would later capture Idlib, leaving small Ba’athist influence in the region.  
During May, ISIS would take control of Palmyra, a UNESCO World Heritage Site. They would               
also capture towns nearby that were rich in oil. ISIS would execute around 300 Ba’athist               
supporters in the area, including civilians and soldiers. Later on, ISIS would carry out attacks in                
Kobani and Al-Hasakah which is said to displace over 200,000 residents in the area. And in                
July, the US would plan a raid in the area that would give them intel of ISIS and Turkish officials                    
were in direct contact.  
Until this point, Russia had minimal involvement in the Syrian war; however, in September,              
president Bashar would request Russia to launch airstrikes on ISIS and the FSA. After the raids,                
US president Barrack Obama would authorize the Kurdish and Arab Syrians' resupply to             
counter Russia’s attacks. In return, Russia would use their Caspian Flotilla navy fleet to fire               
cruise missiles at 11 ISIS sites without any civilian casualty.  
On October 8, 2015, the US approved $500 million to train and equip rebels to fend off Russia;                  
however, that plan would fail. Throughout October, there were talks of a second peace initiation               
held in Vienna, the US, Turkey, Russia, Saudi Arabia, and Iran. The peace talk was based on                 
Bashar al-Assad and his regime, and there was a general disagreement as there were parties               
that supported and opposed Bashar. In late 2015, after the Paris Attacks and the Sinai               
Bombings, Russia and France agreed to increase military force in Syria, France coordinating             
with the US. Russia would send their cruiser vessel Moskva to initiate an allyship with France                
which France would respond by sending their flagship vessel, Charles de Gaulle. However, the              
allyship would cut short as France had bombed gas and oil plants in Syria, reportedly to cripple                 
Bashar’s government.  
During the Vienna talks, President Obama stated “[unable to] foresee a situation in which we               
can end the civil war in Syria while Assad remains in power" which was an argument against the                  
Ba'athist's support party by Russia and Iran. The next day, the UN would invoke Chapter VII,                
which authorizes force to pass UN Resolution 2249. Its primary purpose was to suppress              
terrorist actions in the region mainly committed by ISIS. At the end of 2015, US coalitions would                 
continue to launch Syria attacks, which would trigger the Ba’athist government. 
 
2016 
At the start of 2016, the Ba’athist party and its allies announced the full control of Salma, which                  
was a strategic move for further invasions. On January 16, ISIS would launch missile attacks on                
Ba'athist controlled areas, killing 300 people in the process. Russia would counteract the             
missiles by launching their fighter jets to help the Ba'athist government take over the lost land.                
Russia would later on setup forces in the Kamishly Airport for further air invasions. This would                
allow the Ba'athist government to gain more land and protect Syria from charges from the               
Turkish border, which Russia stated that they were threatened by the rebel supply lines running               
from Turkey. In February, the UNSC would pass resolution 2268, which was based on a               
US-Russia deal which was to a ceasefire starting from February 27, 2016. By March, Russia               
and Iran would capture Palmyra back from ISIS. 
By July, the ceasefire failed, and the tensions would rise again. By now, the Ba’athist               
government and Islamist Rebels in Aleppo would begin to fight again. In August, the SDF would                
capture Manbij from ISIS and continue to Al-Bab which connects the Kurdish region. On August               
19, the Pentagon warns the Ba’athist government about interference with the coalition forces             
which the US had the right to defend their troops. On August 24, Turkish troops invaded                
Jarabulus under ISIS influence when the Syrian government would state that “blatant violation             



of its sovereignty” and “fighting terrorism isn’t done by ousting ISIS and replacing it with other                
terrorist organizations backed directly by Turkey”. As the Turkish-backed Syrian rebels would            
control Jarabulus, they clashed with the YPG which caused the US to issue a warning to both                 
sides. There would also be a second ceasefire between the US and Russia on September 12,                
2016. However, the US would break the truce by supposedly jet bombing Syrian Army bases,               
stated to be accidental. On September 19, Syria would declare that they were no longer in a                 
truce and continue their operations. On the same day, a convoy was attacked in Aleppo which                
the US would blame Syria and Russia, but they would deny those claims and blame it on the                  
terrorist organizations. A new offensive was carried out in Aleppo on September 22 which lasted               
until December 14 where the Syrian Ba'athist party would recapture the city. US would follow               
suit in Raqqa to drive ISIS out the city and by the end of 2016, they had claimed many of the                     
villages near Raqqa. The 4-year long war within Aleppo would end at the end of 2016. 
 
 
2017 
Before 2016 ended, a new ceasefire was introduced by Russia which all countries involved had               
to comply with. On January 2, 2017, the rebel groups would break their ceasefire. They stated                
that the Ba'athist party had violated the ceasefire near Damascus and the war would start once                
again at the end of January. A new rebel offensive began in Daraa. Another peace talk was held                  
in Geneva at the end of February as Turkish forces captured Al-Bab from ISIS. In the east of                  
Aleppo, the Ba’athist government would start a new offensive to capture Dayr Hafir from ISIS               
and to prevent the Turkish army from advancing. On March 17, the Syrian army would launch                
missiles at Israeli jets over Golan Heights. On March 20, the UN Commission Inquiry on Syria                
would state that there were 150 civilians killed in a nearby school in Raqqa due to a US missile                   
strike. Throughout March, insurgencies would continue in Raqqa by ISIS and the Syrian Army.  
On April 4, 2017, the Ba'athist government would approve of a chemical attack in Khan               
Shaykhun which would cause many civilians to die. This will be the first time that the US attacks                  
the Ba’athist government directly as it was a crime against humanity. The US would launch 59                
missiles to the Shayrat Air Bae which was where the chemical attack origin is said to be. On                  
April 7, 2017, the American attack took place and was the first official attack against al-Assad’s                
government done by the US. Without authorization from the Congress or the Security Council,              
an emergency meeting was called where Putin would say that it was against international law.               
The US representative would argue that it was the moral thing to do after Assad’s chemical                
attack. The US would strike again in May to strike a convoy near al-Tanf which had a US                  
airbase situated in it. Turkey would also conduct airstrikes directed at YPG and YPJ, which were                
condemned by the US. On May 4, de-escalation zones were set up in Idlib, Homs, and near                 
Ghouta. Some rebel groups denied the proposition, and the PYD would denounce the deal.              
During September, the Ba’athist party backed by Russia would actively try to dismantle ISIS              
which was retaliated by sieging the Deir ez-Zor airport. Throughout the end of 2017, Raqqa               
would be under SDF control and would continue to capture ISIS hotspots.  
 
2018 
On January 20, Turkish Forces would cross borders into Syria near Afrin Canton and Tel Rifaat                
in Northern Syria. The purpose of the border crossing was to fight against the PYD, YPG, and                 
the SDF. Throughout January and February, the Syrian Air Defence Force would shoot down              
another Israeli fighter plane as a response to Israel's border crossing and raid Iranian forces in                
Syria. On March 18, Turkey would initiate the Olive Branch Operation which the FSA and the                
Turkish armed forces captured Afrin from YPG and YPJ which would cause 200,000 people to               
be displaced out of the area. SFA would then loot the city and destroy pro-Kurdish propaganda                
to be replaced with Turkish flags and banners across the city near the Idlib governate, the                



stronghold of al-Qaeda related militants which would link them with other rebel forces. This              
would set the US and Turkey in a political conflict. 
On April 7, another chemical attack would ensue in Douma with 70 killed and 500 injured. The                 
Ba'athist government denied any use of chemical weapons and would later take control of              
Douma. Seven days later, the USA, UK, and France would launch missile strikes on the               
Ba’athist government targets due to the chemical attacks' suspicions. Up until September, there             
were many small conflicts notably with ISIS, Iran, and Israel, and on September 17, a buffer                
zone around Idlib was established. At the end of 2018, the Turkish government would announce               
the insurgencies on Rojava, which was meant to tighten the Turkish border security. The              
Pentagon would respond with any military action taken on Northern Syria that would be deemed               
unacceptable. On December 19, 2018, America would withdraw all of its troops from Syria,              
which Turkey would postpone the attack. On December 25, Israel would launch a missile attack               
across the Lebanese airspace to respond to Syria's anti-aircraft missiles. Russia claims the             
attack was provocative as it had threatened two airliners in the airspace at the time. 
 
 
 
 
2019 
At the start of the year, HTS would launch an attack and seize occupation from the NLF                 
throughout Idlib and Aleppo. On January 9, both factions would settle on a truce as the NLF                 
surrendered Aleppo and evacuated to SNA held regions. US National Security Advisor, John             
Bolton would travel to Turkey and Israel and stated that the US troops' withdrawal was               
dependent on conditions such as the defeat of ISIS forces and the Kurds were away of Turkish                 
troops. However, Recep Tayyip Erdoğan would reject the Kurdish troops' protection, which he             
classified as a terrorist organization. Mike Pompeo would also state that we did not aid the                
reconstruction of the Bashar influence areas. On January 15, there would be a suicide bombing               
near the US patrol done by ISIS which would subsequently kill 4 Americans on the same day                 
that Mike Pence stated that it had been defeated. Throughout the spring of 2019, ISIS was                
declared defeated. However, 10,000 ISIS fighters left in Iraq and Syria and many captured in               
camps near Baghuz. 
On May 6, the Russian Aerospace Force would launch an attack on HTS and SNA which                
responded to the attacks they would carry out within the demilitarized zone. Later on, in August,                
the US and Turkey would make a deal to create a new demilitarized zone within northern Syria.                 
On October 5, Erdoğan would give out a warning about a Turkish invasion in north Syria.                
America would then state that they will not support Turkey in this offence and will retreat their                 
soldiers. On October 9, the invasion had been announced, and by October 22, Russia would               
agree with Turkey to create a new demilitarized zone in the North of Syria. Throughout October,                
Mazloum Abdi, the Syrian Kurdish commander-in-chief would state that they would cooperate            
with Vladimir Putin and al-Assad to prevent further harm to the Syrian population. As part of the                 
agreement, Syrian troops could enter Kurdish influence towns used strategically to oppose            
Turkish troops, threatening the Kurdish forces. Russian forces would also be patrolling the             
Kurdish forces area to prevent a Turkish invasion. Later on, the SDF would again come to                
agreements with the Syrian government to allow troops to enter into Manbij and Kobani to               
prevent Turkish forces from attacking those cities. At the end of 2019, the buffer zone near the                 
northern border had stabilized the North's situation.  
 
2020 
Due to the pandemic, the Syrian war had seemed to quiet down. There were small attacks by                 
Russia and Syria towards the rebels in Idlib, which is the last rebel-run province. In return, the                 
US would pass new sanctions towards the two countries and including Iran due to the war                



crimes committed throughout the war. During 2020, Syria’s economy would collapse, and            
small-scale protests would occur in Sweida, but no action was taken.  
 
Timeline and Events 
 
March 15, 2011 The Arab Spring protests in Syria turn to        

violence after Bashar al-Assad’s forces attack      
the protestors. 

March 20, 2011 Protestors would make their first aggression      
by burning down the Ba’athist headquarters. 

April 7, 2011 The protestors free prisoners to join them in        
the protests. 

April 8. 2011 Protests would break out in multiple cities,       
starting the Syrian conflict. 

April 25, 2011 The Syrian army would initiate its first military        
attacks. 

July 29, 2011 The Free Syrian Army forms. 
March 2012 Kofi Annan launches the first peace plan for        

Syria, backed by the Arab League and the        
UN. 

April 12, 2012 The first ceasefire would take place. 
Throughout 2012 Al-Nusra, Kurdish Rebels and other terrorist      

groups would join the conflict, Iran and       
Hezbollah would start sending officers and      
supplies to the Ba’athist government. The      
Gulf States would also participate in      
supporting the rebels. 

June 12, 2012 Syria is officially declared as a civil war. 
June 22, 2012 A Turkish fighter jet is shot down by Syrian air          

defence, first official involvement of another      
country. 

Mid-July 2012 Rebels would make their first invasion into       
Damascus. 

January 11, 2013 Rebels would take over Taftanaz. 
February 11, 2013 Al-Nusra took over Al-Thawrah, near the      

Tabqa Dam. 
February 21, 2013 The FSA would start attacking Hezbollah. 
March 3, 2013 Rebels took control of Raqqa and freed       

prisoners in the area. Raqqa is the first        
provincial capital taken control by the Rebels. 

March 25, 2013 One of the most significant attacks in       
Damascus would take place by the rebel       
groups.  

March 26, 2013 Prominent rebel leader Abu Sakkar would      
give his speech about the Bashar regime       
while biting a Bashar soldier's heart and liver.        
This was one of the first war crimes        
committed in Syria. 

April 3, 2013 Rebels would take control of another military       
base near Daraa. 



April 17, 2013 Ba'athist forces would breach a six-month      
blockade in Idlib. 

June 28, 2013 ISIS would make their first attacks in Syria,        
killing FSA commander Kamal Hamami 

August 6, 2013 Menagh Military Airbase would be captured      
by the rebel forces, a prominent airbase near        
the Turkish border. 

September 18, 2013 ISIS would take over Azaz, making their first        
territorial claims in Syria 

November 23, 2013 Al-Nusra would take over the al-Omar oil       
field, Syria's largest oil field. 

January 3, 2014 FSA attacked ISIS and took over most of their         
villages in Idlib and near Aleppo 

January 6, 2014 ISIS captures Raqqa, which would be their       
headquarters for most of the conflict 

January 29, 2014 Turkish aircraft would fire at an ISIS convoy        
inside of Aleppo. 

March 16, 2014 Hezbollah and Ba'athist forces take over      
Rima Farms region, a strong strategic point.  

April 12, 2014 Ba’athist forces storm Aleppo 
May 7, 2014 A truce was made in Homs. 
June 3, 2014 The Syrian presidential elections take place,      

al-Assad winning with an 88.7% majority. 
June 5, 2014 ISIS invades Iraq and takes military      

equipment from the Iraqi army 
August 7, 2014 ISIS takes over Brigade 93, a military base in         

Raqqa 
August 14, 2014 Israel supports FSA with anti-tank weapons      

and medical aid. 
August 19, 2014 ISIS coordinates car bombings in Syria,      

Lebanon and Iraq 
September 23, 2015 First US interventions occur as they start       

attacking ISIS forces in Raqqa. 
March 28, 2015 A coalition throughout Idlib would cause the        

al-Nusra losing the region to Ba'athist allies. 
April 22, 2015 A new rebel counter-offensive would start in       

the north-west. 
May 21, 2015 ISIS would take over the world heritage site        

Palmyra 
July 2015 US raids ensued onto ISIS's chief financial       

advisor, Abu Sayyaf, confirming Turkey's     
direct involvement with ISIS.  

September 30, 2015 Russia would join the war as per the request         
of al-Assad to assist them in war.  

October 8, 2015 The Pentagon would allow $500 million in       
funds to train rebel groups. 

October 30, 2015 Syria peace talks in Vienna would ensue,       
being the second time the was discussed in        
international politics. 



November 2015 Russia and France agreed to increase      
military presence after Sinai bombings and      
the Paris Attacks.  

November 20, 2015 Resolution 2249 is passed; the UK starts to        
co-sponsor France in its military operations. 

November 24, 2015 Turkey would shoot down a Russian aircraft       
due to it violating Turkish airspace. 

December 18, 2015 Resolution 2254 passes 
January 16, 2015 ISIS launches a military raid on the Ba’athist        

government which is countered by Russian      
jets 

January 21, 2016 Russia sets up a new airbase near Kamishly        
Airport. 

January 26, 2016 Ba’athist government finish their operation in      
Daraa and seizing control. 

February 26, 2016 A ceasefire would take place adopted by       
Resolution 2268 

July 2016 The ceasefire would inevitably fall apart. 
August 24, 2016 Turkish armed forces invade Jarabulus to      

immobilize ISIS and al-Nusra. 
September 12, 2016 A new ceasefire would be put into action        

between the US and Russia. 
September 22, 2016 A new operation by the Syrian Army in        

Aleppo would be put into effect. 
October 26-December 2016 A new operation by the US to recapture        

Raqqa started. 
December 29, 2016 Vladimir Putin would announce new ceasefire      

as Aleppo was taken under control by the        
Ba'athist party. 

January 2, 2017 Rebels groups would leave the ceasefire due       
to alleged Ba'athist activity. 

March 17, 2017 Syrian air defence fired at Israeli jets over        
Golan Heights. 

March 20, 2017 A report would surface about 150 civilians       
being killed near a school in Raqqa by US         
coalition airstrikes. 

March 28, 2017 Qatar and Iran would broker a deal to        
evacuate Raqqa. 

April 7, 2017  The US would launch its first official direct        
attack at the Ba'athist government after the       
Khan Shaykhun chemical attacks. 

May 4, 2017 Turkey, Russia and Iran signed de-escalation      
zones around Idlib and Homs. 

July 7, 2017 US, Russia, and Jordan signed a new       
ceasefire in southern Syria. 

September 5, 2017 Central Syria offensive takes place to      
immobilize ISIS completely. 

October 17, 2017 Kurdish force SDF announces their     
domination Raqqa. 



December 6, 2017 Russia declares that Syria has been      
completely liberated from ISIS. 

January 20, 2018 Turkish forces begin to enter the Syrian       
border in Afrin Canton, Tel Rifaat to fight        
against PYD and YPG. 

February 10, 2018 Syria would shoot down another Israeli fighter       
plane in response to the border cross to raid         
Iranian groups.  

March 18, 2018 Operation Olive Branch by Turkey would be       
put into effect to dissipate the rebel groups in         
Afrin, opening a route to Idlib. 

April 7, 2018 Douma would be under a chemical attack       
which the Syrian government denied being      
involved. 

April 14, 2018 The US, UK, and France send missiles       
towards the military base which the chemical       
attacks were launched from 

May 1, 2018 The US would sign another coalition to       
liberate the last of the ISIS bases in Syria. 

May 2018 Operation House of Cards was started      
between the Israeli and Iranian forces. 

July 6, 2018 Syria Southern Offensive would capture the      
Nasib Border Crossing to take control of       
Daraa and Quneitra. 

September 17, 2018 Israel strikes multiple targets in Syria and in        
response while striking Israeli planes, Syria      
shot down a Russian plane after the       
Russo-Turkish demilitarized zone was    
announced around Idlib. 

December 12, 2018 Turkey announces a new operation to      
capture Rojava to discourage the US from       
assigning border security in Turkey.  

December 19, 2018 President Trump withdraws all troops from      
Syria. 

December 28, 2018 Syria would strike down Manbij to immobilize       
the Kurdish forces. 

January 6, 2019 John Bolton stated that withdrawal of US       
troops is dependent on the remanence of       
ISIS troops within the area and Kurds were        
safe from the Turkish forces.  

January 15, 2019 ISIS planned a suicide bombing near US       
patrol in Manbij, the same day Mike Pence        
announced the defeat of ISIS 

March 23, 2019 ISIS was officially defeated in Syria 
April 20, 2019 ISIS fighter would kill further 35 government       

troops, and the remaining ISIS fighters were       
captured 

August 7, 2019 A new demilitarized zone is set up in northern         
Syria. 



 
Past Attempts to solve the issue 
 
Resolutions 
 

● Resolution 2249 
● Resolution 2254 
● Resolution 2268 
● Resolution 2336 

 
Peace Talks and Conferences 
 

● Kofi Annan’s peace plan initiated in March 2012 launched by the UN and the Arab               
League. 
 

● Syria peace talks in Vienna which were to discuss negotiations and to ease tensions               
between member states 
 

Questions to be considered 
 

● What is the primary goal of ending the conflict? Making the population comply or remove               
al-Assad from power? 
 

● Throughout the war, there were hundreds of thousands of refugees; what reforms could             
be made to locate them back in Syria? 
 

● How will the remaining rebel groups and terrorist organizations within Syria be handled? 
 

● What precautions should be taken into consideration to prevent such conflict happening            
again?  
 

● What reforms will take place in Syria and by who? 
 

● What consequences will be made due to the war crimes committed, such as the use of                
chemical attacks? 

October 5, 2019 Turkey announces a large-scale attack in      
north Syria. 

October 9, 2019 The Turkish offensive takes place. 
October 22, 2019 Vladimir Putin and Recep Tayyip Erdoğan      

make a deal to demilitarize Northern Syria       
completely. 

October 2019 Putin, al-Assad and rebel leaders start      
making deals to cooperate, resulting in Syrian       
and Russian troops entering Kurdish     
controlled towns to fend off Turkish troops. 

December 12, 2019 The US declared the buffer zones near the        
Turkish borders had been stabilized. 

2020 Massive drug busts occurred in Syria, which       
was traced back to the relatives of the        
al-Assad family. 



 
● What will occur in the future to reform the ties between the member states which fought                

during the Syrian conflict? 
 

● Who will be responsible for reconstructing Syria? 
 

Countries and Parties Involved 
 
Countries and parties in support of Ba’athist Government 
 

1. Iran: Iran was the first to help the Ba'athist government after the rebels started the               
violence. 
 

2. Russia: Being Iran’s close ally, they would help al-Assad, though much later in the war               
process. They would help al-Assad by sending missiles and planes towards rebel            
camps.  
 

3. Lebanon: Although not directly, Lebanon's political party, Hezbollah, has been a strong            
ally of the al-Assad regime. They were formed by Iranian Muslim clerics, which             
subsequently made them a strong ally.  
 

4. Iraq: Iraq would send al-Assad financial support throughout the war. Iraq has opened             
airspace for Iranian planes that sent al-Assad supplies, and they would supply the             
Ba'athist party with diesel fuel.  
 

5. Syrian Army: The Syrian Army is a branch of the Syrian Armed forces and was the                
al-Assad forces' main militia. Some of the Syrian Army had defected and became rogue              
naming themselves as the "Free Syrian Army." 

 
Countries and parties against the Ba’athist Government 
 

1. Turkey: Turkey was one of the first countries to oppose al-Assad when the Syrian air               
defence would shoot down a Turkish military plane. Turkey has supplied and supported             
many rebel groups, especially ISIS, and has consistently sent military powers to help the              
rebels. 
 

2. USA: the USA would first oppose the al-Assad regime by placing sanction on Syria in               
2011. USA would land their soldiers first in September 2015 as the terrorist organization              
ISIS would rise in power and take over cities in Syria.  
 

3. United Kingdom: Ever since 2012, the UK has been in Syria. The UK would provide               
medicinal support to the rebels and communication supplies.  
 

4. France: France, being allies with Turkey, UK and the US, would help the rebels out just                
like the UK. They would supply medical aid and communication with little presence in              
Syria. After the Paris Attacks, France would increase its presence in Syria in the name of                
self-defence under Article 51 of the UN Charter; France would increase its missile strikes              
in coordination to the US.  
 

5. The Arab League: The Arab League consists of all countries within the Arabian             
Peninsula, Egypt, Tunisia, Palestine, Morocco, Lebanon and other smaller countries.          



Syria was suspended from the Arab League due to the influence of al-Assad. Since the               
Arab League has been a rival of Iran, Hezbollah, and al-Assad, they would also join the                
war early on due to Iran's help in the war.  
 

6. Free Syrian Army: The FSA was the first army of the rebel group after rogue soldiers                
would join the rebels in overthrowing al-Assad after the rising tensions and the unfair              
military action against the Rebels. The FSA would later go on to join the Turkish forces,                
making them the Syrian Democratic Forces (SDF) 
 

7. Al-Nusra: The al-Nusra Front was a branch of al-Qaeda within Syria. It was set up to                
help the rebels overthrow al-Assad and provide more gun power in the fight. Al-Nusra              
would, later on, be shunned by the supporting countries as they were labelled as a               
terrorist organization.  
 

8. ISIS: ISIS is one of the rebel groups which are against all. They were against the                
al-Assad regime, and they were also against al-Qaeda, which would put them as an              
opposition to al-Nusra. ISIS would become one of the most powerful terrorist            
organizations in Syria as they would conquer Raqqa, a prominent city in Syria. They              
were famous for kidnapping and executing Syrian government officials in the name of             
freedom.  
 

9. People's Protection Units/Women's Protection Units: These two rebel groups mainly          
comprise Kurdish Syrians. The People's Protection Group (YPG) was one of the larger             
groups within the Syrian war with a presence since 2011. They would be one of the                
largest oppositions to ISIS. Women's Protection Unit (YPJ) was a sister branch to the              
YPG the only difference being it was an all-women militia. 
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